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What is the meaning of "спросить"? I suppose this word is very related to "попросить" and
"попросит". Which one of these options is more common? When should I use which one? A:

Спросить is the same as попросить — to request from someone. Спросить is more colloquial, while
попросить is somewhat formal. A: Both are used pretty much equally. What is used very differently

is a verb that has a very similar meaning to попросить: многословить. This is literally used to
"multiply" something (you can use this word as a verb), "the request is to multiply the amount" or
"the request is to multiply the usage". Example sentence: ВИНКИ НАСА НА ЛИТЕРАТУСЕ СТАЛИ

МНОГОСЛОВИТ�
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GLSL Texture2D uniform issue I want to make textures work with WebGL. I already made working
opengl textures, but i want to just use texture2D uniform. Currently i don't have any textures, for
two uniform sampler2D uTexture;. When i firstly changed my shaders the uniforms were not set,

even though i had made sure to define them with WebGL. (glslvalidate()) I got a shader error, with
the error message: "glslvalidate failed. shader: 1, location: 4, length: 4". Then i added this to my

vertex shader: layout(location = 0) out vec4 FragColor; void main() { FragColor =
texture2D(uTexture, vec2(0.0, 0.0)); } This resulted in an error message, which said: "glslvalidate
failed. shader: 1, location: 4, length: 4" Now my question is: How do i set a texture2D uniform? A:
First of all, glslvalidate will not help you with this issue, it's a static error checking tool. Next thing
you need to know is that uniforms are only available at vertex shader stage. So you need to write,
layout(location = 0) out vec4 FragColor; outside of the vertex shader. So for your case you need to

write, layout(location = 0) out vec4 FragColor; layout(location = 0) out vec4 FragColor; and that
should work. Please note that layout(location = 0) is only used if you have several vec4 attributes, all

of them having the same size. Let me know if that fixes the issue or if you need more 6d1f23a050
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